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Orthovanadate and Orthophosphate Inhibit Muscle Force via Two Different
Pathways of the Myosin ATPase Cycle
Marco Caremani,† Steve Lehman,‡ Vincenzo Lombardi,† and Marco Linari†*
†Laboratory of Physiology, Department of Evolutionary Biology, Università di Firenze, Florence, Italy; and ‡Department of Integrative Biology,
University of California, Berkeley, California
ABSTRACT Measurements of the half-sarcomere stiffness during activation of skinned fibers from rabbit psoas (sarcomere
length 2.5 mm, temperature 12�C) indicate that addition of 0.1 mM orthovanadate (Vi) to the solution produces a drop to ~1/2
in number of force-generating myosin motors, proportional to the drop in steady isometric force (T0), an effect similar to that
produced by the addition of 10 mM phosphate (Pi). However, in contrast to Pi, Vi does not change the rate of isometric force
development. The depression of T0 in a series of activations in presence of Vi is consistent with an apparent second-order
rate constant of ~1 � 103 M�1 s�1. The rate constant of T0 recovery in a series of activations after removal of Vi is 3.5 �
10�2 s�1. These results, together with the finding in the literature that the ATPase rate is reduced by Vi in proportion to isometric
force, are reproduced with a kinetic model of the acto-myosin cross-bridge cycle where binding of Vi to the force-generating acto-
myosin-ADP state induces detachment from actin to form a stable myosin-ADP-Vi complex that is not able to complete the
hydrolysis cycle and reenters the cycle only via reattachment to actin upon activation in Vi-free solution.
INTRODUCTION
Force and shortening in striated muscle are generated by
myosin II molecular motors working in arrays in the half-
sarcomere. The myosin head (M) cyclically attaches to an
actin site (A) on the thin filament and undergoes a working
stroke associated with the release of the hydrolysis product
orthophosphate (Pi). In Ca2þ-activated skinned muscle
fibers, it has been recently demonstrated that addition of
Pi decreases the force developed during isometric contrac-
tion (T0) in proportion to the number of myosin motors
attached to actin in each half-thick filament (1).

This has important consequences, because it addresses
longstanding questions about the chemo-mechanical
coupling of the acto-myosin ATPase reaction in situ: the
finding that the increase of [Pi] inhibits the rate of the ATP
hydrolysis in isometric contraction much less than isometric
force (2–8) can be explained if strongly bound force-gener-
ating myosin motors detach from actin at an early stage of
the ATPase cycle, with Pi still bound to its catalytic site
and then rapidly release the hydrolysis products to bind
another ATP (9). Thus, the conventional reaction pathway
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for the myosin-actin ATPase cycle must be integrated with
a branch in the cycle according to Scheme 1, as follows:

According to this scheme, in isometric conditions, ATP
binds to the actomyosin (AM) complex (step 1), promotes
the rapid dissociation of myosin from actin (incorporated
in step 1), and then hydrolizes ATP (step 2). The myosin
with the ATP hydrolysis products (ADP and Pi) is in rapid
equilibrium with the weakly bound AM.ADP.Pi state.
Myosin, with ADP and Pi bound, attaches to actin forming
a strong bound cross-bridge and generates force (step 3).
This step sets the fraction of attached myosin motors to
~0.3 (10). Pi is released in a rapid reaction (step 4 (11)),
leading to the AM0.ADP state.

The subsequent ADP release step (step 5) occurs at a low
rate (12–14). The branched pathway (9) implies that myosin
in the AM0.ADP.Pi force-generating state can detach before
release of Pi and ADP (step 6), generating a M0.ADP.Pi
state that rapidly releases Pi and ADP and binds a new
ATP (step 7) to enter a new cycle. The flux through this
pathway increases with the increase in Pi concentration,
providing the alternative pathway for maintaining high the
ATPase rate, notwithstanding the reduced number of
strongly bound force-generating motors.

Orthovanadate (Vi) is a phosphate analog that in solution
binds to myosin and inhibits its ATPase, forming a stable
inactive M.ADP.Vi complex (rate constant of ADP and Vi
dissociation ~10�5 s�1) (15). Actin binding to this complex
increases Vi and ADP release ~105 times (16). In permeabi-
lized muscle fibers, Vi suppresses isometric tension (17,18),
half-sarcomere stiffness (19,20), and ATPase rate (21). The
drop in isometric force induced by Vi develops very slowly
(rate 0.1–0.5 s�1) with a hyperbolic dependence of the rate
on [Vi] (19). These effects have been explained with binding
of Vi to the force-generating AM.ADP state after Pi release
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.12.3723
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(19) leading to the formation of a new AM.ADP.Vi state that
dissociates from actin and accumulates as M.ADP.Vi; this
second step is responsible for slow effect of Vi.

According to this scheme, 1) suppression of force by Vi
can only develop during cross-bridge cycling and is propor-
tional to the reduction in number of attached myosin motors;
and 2) release of Vi and recovery of force after removal of Vi
from the solution is only possible by reattachment to actin of
the M.ADP.Vi state. Most investigators (20–22), however,
found that addition of Vi reduces fiber stiffness less than
isometric force, suggesting a Vi-induced decrease in the
proportion of cross-bridge generating higher force. This
conclusion is in contradiction with the view (11), supported
by further experimental and modeling work from our
laboratory (1,9), that force generation rapidly follows the
weak-to-strong binding transition (step 3) and it is not
necessary to include a further force-generating step after
Pi release. More precisely, each of the biochemical states
of the attached myosin motors after step 3 in Scheme 1
(AM0.ADP.Pi, AM0.ADP, and AM) is a mixture of different
force-generating states in rapid equilibrium according to the
strain-dependent kinetics first described in the 1971 model
of Huxley and Simmons (23).

A clue for the definition of the coupling between mechan-
ical and biochemical steps of Vi and Pi binding to the
AM.ADP state of cross-bridges can be found in the analysis
of the relative effects of these ligands on the ATPase rate and
isometric force. Whereas increase in [Pi] reduces isometric
force, but has a minor effect on the ATPase rate (2–7),
increase in [Vi] reduces isometric force and ATPase rate
in proportion (21). Thus, comparable mechanical effects
induced by the rise in [Vi] and [Pi] imply quite different
effects on the chemo-mechanical cycle.

In the work presented here, we reinvestigate the effects of
Vi on the transient and steady-state mechanical characteris-
tics of the isometric contraction and integrate these effects
with the analysis of the modulation by Vi of the effects of
increase in [Pi]. We estimate the number of actin-attached
myosin motors from measurements of half-sarcomere stiff-
ness, employing the recently refined methods for skinned
fibers (1,10) that allows us to isolate the contributions of
myosin cross-bridges and myofilaments to the half-sarco-
mere compliance. The results are used to further test and
implement the reaction Scheme 1, identifying the different
kinetic pathways related to release of Pi and binding-release
of Vi at the catalytic site of the myosin motor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiments were done on glycerinated skinned fibers from psoas muscles

of adult male New Zealand white rabbits (3–5 kg). Rabbits were euthanized

in accordance with the European Community Council Directive 86/609/

EEC. Single fiber segments (5–6-mm long) prepared as previously

described (Linari et al. (10) and references therein) were attached to the

lever arms of a loudspeaker motor (24) and a capacitance force transducer

(sensitivity, 80–200 VN�1 and resonant frequency 40–50 kHz (25)) in
Biophysical Journal 100(3) 665–674
a drop of relaxing solution. The sarcomere length (sl), width (w), and height

(h) were measured at 0.5-mm intervals along the 3–4-mm central segment

of the fiber with a 40� dry objective (NA 0.60; Carl Zeiss, Göttingen,

Germany) and a 25� eyepiece. The fiber length (L0) was set so that sl

was 2.5 5 0.1 mm (mean 5 SD). The fiber cross-sectional area (CSA),

determined assuming the fiber cross-section is elliptical, was

ðp=4 ,w , h ¼Þ 3400 5 800 mm2:
Experimental protocol

A rapid solution exchange system allows continuous recording of length

changes of a selected population of sarcomeres (500–1200) by a striation

follower (26) during activation. In this system, most of force develops in

the activating solution after a rapid rise of temperature from 1�C to the

test temperature (1,10,27). Experiments are performed at 12�C. The

following experimental protocols are used to investigate the effect of Vi.

Steady force and stiffness measurements during isometric
contraction

The time course of the inhibition by Vi of steady force T0 developed during

isometric contraction of fibers activated with saturating Ca2þ (pCa 4.5) was

determined in 10 fibers by recording a series of activation-relaxation cycles

in presence of 0.1 mMVi. For each cycle, the period of activation at the test

temperature (12�C) was 3.3 s. In five fibers the time course of force inhibi-

tion by Vi was determined at different [Vi] in the range 0.1–1 mM. The

change in fiber stiffness with isometric force was determined by recording

the change in force elicited by step releases and stretches (rise time ~110 ms,

amplitude range 53 nm per half-sarcomere) imposed at the plateau of the

isometric contraction both in control solution (0 Vi) and in presence of

0.1 mM Vi.

Development of isometric force after unloaded shortening

The time course of isometric force development at the test temperature was

measured during the isometric contraction after a period of unloaded short-

ening (amplitude ~5% of the fiber length, duration 3 ms), either in control

and in presence of 0.1 mMVi. In four out of the 10 fibers used, the effect of

Vi on force development was investigated at different values of [Pi] (range,

0–15 mM added Pi).
Data collection and analysis

Force, motor position, and sarcomere length signals were recorded with

a multifunction I/O board (PCI-6110E; National Instruments, Austin,

TX). A dedicated program written in LabVIEW (National Instruments)

was used for signal analysis. Unless otherwise specified, data are expressed

as mean 5 SE.
Solutions

The composition of the solutions was determined with a program similar to

that previously described (28). The starting Pi concentration was adjusted

by adding KH2PO4 and reducing the concentration of Na2CP and EGTA/

CaEGTA to have the same ionic strength as in the control solution (no

added Pi). The control solution without added Pi should contain ~1 mM

Pi (29). Stock solutions of sodium orthovanadate (Na3VO4) (EM Science,

Gibbstown, NJ) were prepared at 100 mM, pH 10.0, and boiled before

use to minimize polymerization (30). After dilution of stock solution to

10 mM in rigor solution, a small aliquot of the vanadate stock solution

was added directly to the relaxing, preactivating, and activating solutions to

attain the desired [Vi]. Changes in the pH of the solutions were <0.1 pH

units as a result of vanadate addition.
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RESULTS

Effect of Vi on isometric force and stiffness
of the half-sarcomere

Fig. 1 shows the time course of the effect on steady isometric
force (T0) of adding0.1mMVi to the bathing solutions, aswell
as the time course of force recovery after removal of Vi from
the solutions, for one fiber. The time of activation on the ab-
scissa is calculated by multiplying the number of activations
in solutions containing 0.1 mM Vi by the period of each acti-
vation (3.3 s). After addition of 0.1 mMVi, T0 declines expo-
nentiallywith the timeofactivation to approximatelyhalf of its
control value with a time constant of 13.1 s, corresponding to
a rate constant of ð1=13:1 s ¼Þ0:076 s�1: Taking into account
the concentration of Vi used, the apparent second-order rate
constant of force decay is � 0:8� 103 M�1s�1: The time
course of the recovery of force after Vi removal (at the time
of activation ¼ 60 s) can also be fitted by an exponential
with time constant of 35.1 s, corresponding to a rate constant
of ð1=35:1 s ¼Þ0:028 s�1:

In four fibers, addition of 0.1mMVi, reduced T0 to 0.445
0.02 the control valuewith a rate constant of 0.095 0.01 s�1,
corresponding to an apparent second-order rate constant of
0:950:1� 103 M�1s�1: This rate is slightly smaller than
that reported by Dantzig and Goldman (19) (1.34 5
0.30 � 103 M�1 s�1, temperature 20�C), as expected by the
temperature difference. The rate constant of force recovery
FIGURE 1 Effect of Vi on steady isometric force (T0) after successive

activations. Decay of isometric force (open circles) in the presence of

0.1 mM Vi (horizontal bar) added to the bathing solutions as function of

the total time of activation at the test temperature (the duration of each acti-

vation was 3.3 s). Time zero marks the last point before addition of Vi. After

60 s of activation in presence of Vi, Vi was removed from the bathing solu-

tions. (Solid circles) Recovery of isometric force as function of the total

time of activation at the test temperature as before. (Solid lines) Exponential

equations fitted to the experimental data either during force decay (from

0 to 60 s) or during force recovery (from 60 s to 130 s). The time constant

was 13.1 s and 35.1 s during force decay and force rise, respectively.

(Insets) Original records of isometric force development after the end of

the unloaded shortening applied on the activated fiber at different times

(as indicated by the arrows) before and during addition of Vi and after

removal of Vi. Fiber length, 4.58 mm; sarcomere length, 2.58 mm, CSA,

4670 mm2; temperature, 11.9�C.
after removal of Vi was 3:551:9� 10�2s�1; ~1/3 of that
of force decay.

Increase in [Vi] in the range 0.1–1 mMproduced a progres-
sive reduction in the final T0 from 0.44 to 0.12 the control
value (see open circles in Fig. 6 B). The decline in T0 with
time of activation becomes progressively faster with increase
in [Vi]: the rate constant increases from 0.09 s�1 at 0.1 mM to
0.45 s�1 at 1 mM (see circles in Fig. 6C). In contrast, the time
course of force recovery after removal of Vi remains constant
independently of [Vi] in the preceding solution (see triangles
in Fig. 6 C).

The stiffness of the fiber was determined from the force
responses to a series of four length steps (range�3 toþ3 nm
per half-sarcomere) imposed on the activated fibers both in
control (Fig. 2, A and C, a) and in presence of 0.1 mM Vi at
different steady forces and times of activation (Fig. 2, B
and C, b). Each test step was followed by a step in opposite
direction after 50ms and the next pair of test steps in the series
of four was separated from the previous pair by 200 ms. The
stiffness of the half-sarcomere (k0)wasmeasured by the slope
of the relation obtained by plotting the extreme tension
attained during a length step (T1, Huxley and Simmons
(23)) versus the step amplitude per half-sarcomere (Fig. 2C).

In the control solution (circles), the stiffness was 23.6 kPa
nm�1 and, after the addition of 0.1 mM Vi, decreased
progressively with the time of activation, but less than in
proportion to T0: k0 was 21.1 kPa nm�1 at 6 s (diamonds)
and 15.5 kPa nm�1 at 32 s (triangles). In Fig. 3 A (mean
values from four fibers), the time courses of isometric force
(solid circles) and stiffness (open triangles) after addition of
Vi are shown after normalization by the control value. Stiff-
ness decreased with an exponential time course similar to
that of force, but less than force, so that when the force
had attained a steady minimum value of 0.44 of the control,
the stiffness had attained a steady minimum value of 0.60 of
the control. The time constants of the exponential fits on the
mean data points are 11.1 5 0.6 s for the force (continuous
line) and 16.8 5 4.0 s for the stiffness (dashed line).
Analysis of the effect of Vi on the myosin
cross-bridge mechanics

The abscissa intercepts of the regression lines in Fig. 2 C,
Y0ð¼ T0=k0Þ; provide an estimate of the strain in the elastic
elements of the half-sarcomere (myofilaments and myosin
cross-bridges) during the isometric contraction preceding
the step (10). Y0 decreases with the time of activation after
the addition of Vi. The relation between Y0 and T0 measured
at different times of activation is linear (circles in Fig. 3 B,
mean data from four fibers) and the regression equation
(continuous line) has a slope and an ordinate intercept of
22.3 5 2.2 nm MPa�1 and 4.02 5 0.33 nm, respectively.
Both the slope and the ordinate intercept do not differ signif-
icantly (P> 0.7, Student’s t-test) from the values reported in
a previous study (10) as estimates of the compliance of
Biophysical Journal 100(3) 665–674



FIGURE 2 Effect of Vi on half-sarcomere stiffness. Records of sarcomere length change in nanometers per half-sarcomere (upper traces) and force (lower

trace) during activation at the test temperature (starting in correspondence of the vertical bar next to the horizontal line representing zero force) in control (A)

and after 32 s of activation after addition of Vi (B). During steady isometric force, a train of steps was imposed on the fiber to measure stiffness and then

a large release was applied to measure zero force. (C) T1 relations before (circles), 6 s (diamonds), and 32 s (triangles) after addition of 0.1 mM Vi. The

relations are obtained by plotting the extreme force attained at the end of the step, T1, versus the step size. Lines are linear regression equations fitted to

the experimental points. (Inset) Superimposed force responses (lower traces) to step changes in half-sarcomere length (upper traces) in control (a) and

in 0.1 mM Vi (b). Calibration bars: 10 nm per half-sarcomere, 100 kPa, and 4 ms. Fiber length, 3.86 mm; segment length under the striation follower,

0.93 mm; sarcomere length, 2.54 mm; CSA, 4020 mm2; and temperature, 12.1�C.
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the myofilaments (the slope) and the average strain of the
myosin motor (the ordinate intercept) during isometric
contractions at different [Ca2þ].

According to the analysis of the half-sarcomere compli-
ance (31,32), the half-sarcomere strain is given by the sum
of the strain of myofilaments, C�

fT0; and the strain of myosin
cross-bridges acting in parallel in the half-sarcomere,
s ¼ T0=ðb�e0Þ; where b*e0 is the stiffness of the cross-
bridges, given by the product of the stiffness of the array
of myosin heads if all heads are attached to actin (e0) and
the fraction of myosin heads that are attached (b).
Biophysical Journal 100(3) 665–674
Triangles in Fig. 3 B are the values of s obtained after sub-
tracting from the half-sarcomere strain (circles) the contri-
bution of the myofilament compliance (estimated by the
slope of the regression line fitted to circles). It is evident
that the reduction of T0 by Vi does not imply any systematic
change in s (the dashed line is the linear fit to triangles), and
therefore in the force generated by the myosin motors.
Consequently the stiffness of the array of cross-bridges
working in parallel in the half-sarcomere, e0, estimated by
the ratio T0/s, decreases in proportion to T0 at various times
after addition of Vi (open circles in Fig. 3 A), indicating that
FIGURE 3 Effect of Vi on the mechanical

parameters of the half-sarcomere and of the

myosin cross-bridges. (A) Decay of isometric force

(T0, solid circles), stiffness of the half-sarcomere

(k0, triangles), and stiffness of array of cross-

bridges in the half-sarcomere (e0, open circles)

during activation of the fiber after addition of

0.1 mMVi. Lines are exponential fits to T0 (contin-

uous line), k0 (dashed line), and e0 (dotted line).

The time constant of the fits are 11.1 5 0.6 s for

T0, 16.8 5 4.0 s for k0, and 11.3 5 1.9 s for e0.

(B) Strain in the half-sarcomere (Y0, circles) and

of the myosin cross-bridges (s0, triangles) plotted

against the isometric force at various times after

addition of Vi. (Solid line) Linear regression fitted

to the circles (ordinate intercept, 4.02 5 0.33 nm;

slope, 22.3 5 2.2 nm MPa�1). (Dashed line)

Linear regression fitted to the triangles (ordinate

intercept, 4.02 5 0.33 nm; slope, 0.04 5 2.2 nm

MPa�1). Values are mean 5 SE from four fibers.
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the reduction of T0 is fully accounted for by the reduction in
number of attached myosin motors. The time constant of the
exponential fit on the mean data points to e0 (dotted line) is
11:351:9 s:
Effect of Vi on the relation between isometric
force and [Pi]

The effect of 0.1 mM Vi on isometric force was investigated
in four fibers for a range of added Pi concentrations between
0 and 15 mM. Isometric force (T0) was first determined at
different [Pi] in control, then 0.1 mM Vi was added and,
after isometric force was reduced to a steady value,
Pi-dependence of isometric force was determined again.
As shown in Fig. 4, the inhibitory effect of the increase
in [Pi] is maintained in presence of 0.1 mM Vi (solid
diamonds) as in the control (open circles), even though
the addition of Vi per se has already decreased the isometric
force without added Pi to 0.42 the control.

Once the isometric force at each [Pi] is normalized by the
respective value without added Pi, the relation between force
and [Pi] in presence of 0.1 mM Vi (solid circles) superposes
on that without Vi. This result shows that, in the presence of
Vi, a given concentration of Pi reduces the force proportion-
ally to the fraction of force-producing cross-bridges remain-
ing after the reduction caused by Vi. Thus, Pi acts on
a population of force-generating myosin motors that has
survived the action of Vi, indicating two different pathways
for the reduction of force generating myosin motors.
Effect of Vi on the rate of isometric force
development

The time course of isometric force development was
measured during the isometric contraction after the end of
a period of unloaded shortening as reported in Caremani
et al. (1). As shown in Fig. 5, A (force in kPa) and B (force
FIGURE 4 Effect of Vi on Pi-dependence of isometric force (T0) in

control (open circles) and in 0.1 mM Vi (solid circles and diamonds).

Note that diamonds are relative to the T0 in control and without added Pi,

and solid circles are relative to T0 in 0.1 mM Vi without added Pi. Values

are mean 5 SE from four fibers. Lines are the responses of the simulation

in control (continuous line) and in presence of 0.1 mM Vi (dashed line).
relative to the isometric force before the unloaded short-
ening), without added Pi the force development (Tr) has
a quite similar time course either in control (shaded trace)
or in 0.1 mM Vi (solid trace). Tr then can be fitted by
means of a biexponential equation, Tr ¼ TFð1� exp
ð�rFtÞÞ þ TSð1� expð�rStÞÞ; where t is the time elapsed
from the start of force development after the end of short-
ening, TF and TS are the amplitudes, and rF and rS are the
rate constants of the fast and the slow exponentials, respec-
tively. In agreement with previous work (1), TF and TS are
~0.7 and ~0.3, respectively, independently of the presence
of Vi, and rF and rS are ~24 s�1 and ~6 s�1, respectively,
and again not significantly affected by addition of Vi (see
Table S1 in the Supporting Material). The absence of Vi
effect on these parameters has been previously found also
in skinned trabeculae from rat heart (22).

Fig. 5 C shows the dependencies on [Pi] of rF (circles) and
rS (triangles) either in control (open symbols) or in 0.1 mM
Vi (solid symbols). The rate constant of the fast component
rF increases with [Pi] with a slope that progressively reduces
(1). The rF�[Pi] relation remains identical after the addition
of Vi.
MODEL SIMULATION

The constraints that drive the kinetic model, originated from
this and previous work (9), are:

1. The suppression of isometric force by Vi is accompanied
by a proportional reduction in both the number of actin
attached myosin motors (Fig. 3 A) and the ATPase rate
(21).

2. The rate constant of suppression of isometric force by Vi
is quite low (<0.1 s�1 at 0.1 mM Vi) and increases with
the concentration of Vi attaining a maximum of 0.45 s�1

at 1 mMVi (19). The rate constant of force recovery after
removal ofVi is independent of [Vi] (triangles in Fig. 6C).

3. The mechanism of the reduction in force induced by Vi is
similar to that induced by Pi, as it is explained by
a proportional drop in number of attached myosin motors
without any effect on the force per motor (compare trian-
gles in Fig. 3 B of this work and in Fig. 1 D of Caremani
et al. (1)). However, the underlying biochemical pathway
is different, as, in contrast to the effect of Vi reported at
point 1, the increase of [Pi] has a much smaller effect on
the ATPase rate (5–7).

4. In further contrast with the effect of Pi, increase in [Vi]
does not increase the rate of isometric force development
(Fig. 5).

5. Pi acts on the fraction of cross-bridges survived to Vi
action (Fig. 4), indicating that cross-bridges in the
AM.ADP state are in equilibrium with both an
AM.ADP.Pi state and an AM.ADP.Vi state: whereas
the first complex allows cross-bridge detachment and
completion of the ATP hydrolysis cycle through product
Biophysical Journal 100(3) 665–674



FIGURE 5 Effect of Vi on Pi-dependence of the rate of isometric force development. (A) Force development in control (shading) and in 0.1 mMVi (solid).

(B) Same traces as in panel A after normalization for the final steady force value. Fiber length, 3.97 mm; sarcomere length, 2.40 mm; CSA, 4340 mm2; temper-

ature, 11.9�C. (C) Pi-dependence of the rate constants of the fast (rF, circles) and of the slow (rS, triangles) exponential components in control (open symbols)

and in 0.1 mMVi (solid symbols). Values are mean5 SE from four fibers. (Lines) Responses of the simulation in control (continuous line) and in presence of

0.1 mM Vi (dashed line).
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release (9), the second complex allows cross-bridge
detachment with accumulation in a M.ADP.Vi state
that is not able to complete the ATPase cycle and can
reenter the cycle only via reattachment to actin, once
Vi is removed from the solution (19).

Scheme 1 of the myosin-actin ATPase cycle described in
the Introduction must be integrated according to Scheme 2,
as follows:
The scheme takes into account the conclusion from
previous work with radioactively labeled Vi and nucleotides
(19) that AM0.ADP is the sole intermediate state to which Vi
can readily bind (step 8). This is followed by a slower
detachment from actin with the formation of a stable
M0.ADP.Vi complex (step 9). In agreement with the
evidence from Dantzig and Goldman (19), the only way to
release the bound Vi, once Vi has been removed from the
solution, is via reattachment to actin of the myosin heads
in the M0.ADP.Vi state. For simplicity we assume here
that the AM0.ADP.Vi state of the cross-bridges is a force-
producing state, just like the other strongly bound states
AM0.ADP.Pi, AM0.ADP, and AM (but see later for further
consideration on this point).

The set of rate constants reported in Table S2, used for the
simulation of mechanical and energetic responses reported
Biophysical Journal 100(3) 665–674
in Fig. 6, has been obtained by adding the rate constants
of the additional path (steps 8 and 9), selected to fit the
effects of Vi, to the set of rate constants selected by Linari
et al. (9) (Scheme 2).
Simulation of the effect of Vi on isometric force

In Fig. 6 A are shown the results of the simulation (solid
symbols) for the time courses of the decrease of steady
isometric force induced by addition of Vi at three different
concentrations (0.05 mM, triangles; 0.1 mM, circles; and
1 mM, diamonds) and the subsequent recovery after removal
of Vi (open symbols). It can be seen that, at higher [Vi], the
force suppression is larger and faster, while the rate of force
recovery is independent of [Vi].

The results of the simulation in the range of Vi concentra-
tions up to 1 mM Vi are summarized in Fig. 6 B (continuous
line) for the Vi dependence of the amplitude of the force
suppression, and in Fig. 6 C for the Vi dependence of the
rate constant of force suppression (continuous line) and
the rate constant of force recovery after removal of Vi
(dashed line). It can be seen that the model is able to satis-
factorily reproduce the observed Vi dependence of all
mechanical parameters (symbols in Fig. 6, B and C).

According to the model, the dependence on Vi of the
observed rate constant of force suppression (circles in
Fig. 6 C) is related to the kinetic assumption (19) that Vi

binding to AM0.ADP state (step 8) is relatively fast with
respect to the following detachment from actin (step 9).
Under these conditions, the rate constant of force suppres-
sion ranges from 3.5 � 10�2 s�1 (¼ k-9), for [Vi] approach-
ing zero, to 1.5 s�1 (¼ k9þk-9) for [Vi] approaching N.
The slope of the relation depends on K8, that is set to
~1 � 103 M�1 to fit the changes in the rate constant of force
suppression (continuous line in Fig. 6 C). The same kinetic
scheme predicts that the rate constant of force recovery after



FIGURE 6 Responses of the simulation with the

kinetic Scheme 2. (A) Simulated time course of

suppression (solid symbols) and recovery (open

symbols) of isometric force for three different

[Vi] (0.05 mM, 0.1 mM, and 1 mM), as indicated

by the figures close to the traces. Lines are single

exponential equations fitted to the points during

force suppression (from 0 to 60 s) and during force

recovery (from 60 s to 120 s). (B) Dependence on

[Vi] of isometric force when the force suppression

has attained a steady value. Solid circles from

Fig. 3 A of Dantzig and Goldman (19); open circles

our values with 0.1, 0.3 (three fibers), 0.6 (one

fiber), and 1 mM Vi (one fiber). Continuous line,

model simulation. (C) Dependence on [Vi] of

rate of force suppression (circles, data; and contin-

uous line, model) and recovery (triangles, data;

and dashed line, model). Symbols are for the

same Vi experiments as open circles in panel B.

(D) Dependence on [Vi] of isometric force (solid

and open circles as in B, and solid triangles from

Fig. 2 of Wilson et al. (21)) and ATPase rate

(open triangles from Fig. 6 of Wilson et al. (21)).

Continuous line response of the model for the

ATPase rate and isometric force if the AM0.ADP.Vi
state of cross-bridges does not bear force. Dashed

line response of the model for the isometric force if

the AM0.ADP.Vi state bears force.
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the removal of Vi is 3.5 � 10�2 s�1 (¼ k�9) and is indepen-
dent of [Vi] (compare triangles and dashed line in Fig. 6 C).
Simulation of the effect of Vi on isometric ATPase
rate

The predictions of the model as regards the effect of [Vi]
on the ATPase rate are reported in Fig. 6 D (continuous
line). The plot is in log[Vi] scale and the abscissa values
range from �8 to �2 to be comparable to the observed
ATPase rate (open triangles) and isometric force (solid
triangles) reported from Wilson et al. (21). The dashed
line is the force-log[Vi] relation predicted by the model.
Circles are the force data from Fig. 6 B (open circles, this
work; solid circles, from Dantzig and Goldman (19)). It
can be seen that, notwithstanding the different [Pi] and
temperature in the experiments of Wilson et al. (21)
(5 mM and 25�C, respectively), the observed data from
different sources almost superpose each other and with the
predictions of the model.

For [Vi] > 1 mM, the simulated force (dashed line)
remains slightly higher with respect to the simulated
ATPase rate (continuous line). This is the consequence of
the assumption that the cross-bridges in the AM0.ADP.Vi
state are force-generating. In fact, by subtracting the contri-
bution of this state from isometric force, the simulated
force-log[Vi] relation coincides with that of the ATPase
rate. In any case, comparison of simulations with data in
Fig. 6 D makes it evident that no conclusion can be drawn
on whether or not AM0.ADP.Vi is a force-generating state,
because 1) at [Vi] < 1 mM, the occupancy of the
AM0.ADP.Vi state is so small that there is not substantial
difference in the effect of Vi on isometric force and
ATPase rate, and 2) at [Vi] > 1 mM, there cannot be an
adequate experimental evidence for solving the question.
In fact, as reported by Dantzig and Goldman (19) and refer-
ences therein, experiments at high [Vi] become unreliable
for the tendency of Vi to polymerize or to be reduced to
VO2þ by glutathione.
Simulation of the effect of Vi on Pi-modulated
mechanical responses

The predictions of the model of the effects of [Vi] on the
relation between isometric force and [Pi] are compared to
the observed relation in Fig. 4. It can be seen that, in agree-
ment with the experimental results, the drop in force (and in
number of attached motors) with increase in [Pi], relative to
the value without added Pi, is identical in absence of Vi
(continuous line, model; open circles, data) and in presence
of 0.1 mM Vi (dashed line, model; solid circles, data). Thus
the effect of increasing [Pi] is the same in control as in the
presence of 0.1 mMVi, but in this last case, ~55% of myosin
motors have been sequestered in the M0.ADP.Vi state and Pi
acts only on the remaining 45%. This mechanism is
confirmed by the identity of the relations of the rate constant
Biophysical Journal 100(3) 665–674
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of force development and [Pi] (Fig. 5 C) both in control
(continuous line, model; open circles, data) and in solution
with 0.1 mM Vi (dashed line, model; solid circles, data).

The absence of effect of [Vi] on the dependence on [Pi] of
the kinetics of the transient and steady-state mechanical
responses is the consequence of the 10-times-slower
kinetics of detachment/attachment from/to actin promoted
by Vi (step 9), with respect to that promoted by Pi (steps
3 and 6). At the same time, it must be noted that the apparent
second-order rate constant of Vi binding (~1� 103 M�1 s�1;
see Dantzig and Goldman (19) and this work) is comparable
to that of Pi binding to the same state (5 � 103 M�1 s�1; see
Hibberd et al. (33)).
DISCUSSION

The effects of Vi on mechanics and energetics
of force generation by muscle myosin

The addition of Vi to the solution decreases the force gener-
ated by the array of myosin motors acting in parallel in the
half-sarcomere by the binding of Vi to the force-generating
AM0.ADP state of the cross-bridges and subsequent detach-
ment with accumulation in a M0.ADP.Vi state. The effect
implies a proportional reduction in the number of actin
attached myosin motors and in the ATPase rate.

Even though Vi and Pi bind to the same AM0.ADP state
during isometric contraction, they exert a quite different
action in the catalytic site of the myosin head. In an envi-
ronment with increased Pi, the Pi mass action promotes
detachment of the strongly bound force-generating
AM0.ADP.Pi myosin heads from actin, either by reversing
the weak to strong binding transition (step 3 in Linari et al.
(9); see also Geeves and Holmes (34)), or by populating
a M0.ADP.Pi state that rapidly releases the hydrolysis
products (steps 6 and 7 in Linari et al. (9)). This second
path implies that the myosin cross-bridge during isometric
force generation has irreversibly gone through the libera-
tion of part of the free energy of ATP hydrolysis and there-
fore, after detachment, is committed for completing the
biochemical cycle and rebinding a new ATP. In this way,
a high isometric ATPase rate is maintained even at high
[Pi] (2–7), when the number of attached myosin motors
is reduced (8).

Binding of Vi to the strong bound force-generating
AM0.ADP state opens a new possibility of detachment
from actin that provides accumulation in a M0.ADP.Vi state,
and thus, subtraction of myosin motors from the force-
producing ATPase cycle.

These conclusions are in contradiction with the view of
Cooke and collaborators, suggested by the steep relation
between isometric force and log [Vi] (~2 log [Vi] units for
100% force suppression; see Fig. 8 in Wilson et al. (21)),
that the AM.ADP state of cross-bridges to which Vi binds
is a nonforce-generating state weakly bound to actin and
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therefore characterized by a narrow range of free energy
values (<4 kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T
is absolute temperature).

Alternatively, the AM.ADP state could be a force-gener-
ating state, but still characterized by a narrow range of free
energy values, if all cross-bridges during isometric contrac-
tion were distributed toward the beginning of the working
stroke. This possibility, which was mentioned by Cooke
and collaborators, appears now as the most likely solution
to the problem, after the demonstration that the stiffness
of the myosin motor is too high for the generation of
isometric force to be thermodynamically compatible with
the 11-nm working stroke indicated by the crystallographic
model (34). In fact, the structural change responsible for
isometric force has been found not larger than 2–3 nm
(10,35,36), and under these conditions the free energy
change associated to force generation is smaller than
4 kBT (9), in agreement with the range of free energy values
attributed to the AM.ADP state to fit the observed relation
between isometric force and log[Vi] (21).

The recovery of isometric force after removal of Vi from
the solution occurs via rebinding of the M0.ADP.Vi state to
actin, which allows the myosin motor to reenter the ATP
hydrolysis cycle. All these effects are consistent with the
scheme of reactions suggested by Dantzig and Goldman
(19), that here is explicitly reported as Scheme 2.

Using Scheme 2, we are able to reproduce all the relevant
mechanical and energetic data reported in the section on
Model Simulation (above):

1. The Vi dependence of the amplitude and rate of isometric
force suppression and recovery (Fig. 6, A–C).

2. The similarity of the relation between decrease of
isometric force (and number of attached myosin motors)
and decrease of the ATPase rate (Fig. 6 D).

3. The identity of the relation between isometric force and
[Pi] in absence and in presence of 0.1 mMVi that reduces
the isometric force in absence of Pi to ~0.4 the control
(Fig. 4).

4. The absence of any effect of Vi on the rate constant of
isometric force development and on the relation between
rate of force development and [Pi] (Fig. 5 C).
Effects of Vi and Pi in terms of the
crystallographic model of the working stroke

The finding that the increase of [Pi] reduces the isometric
ATPase rate much less than the number of force-generating
myosin motors cannot be explained by the idea that, under
high load, the presence of Pi in the nucleotide-binding
pocket keeps low the probability for the actin-binding cleft
to irreversibly evolve toward the formation of a strong inter-
action with actin (34). In fact, in this case, the ATPase would
be inhibited by increase in [Pi] in the same way as the
formation of the strong binding interface with actin.
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Another unconventional path, hypothesized to solve the
discrepancy between the number of active myosin motors
and the ATPase rate at high [Pi], consists in the possibility
that detachment from actin occurs also directly from the
strongly bound force-generating AM0.ADP.Pi state and
therefore after the occurrence of an irreversible structural
change in the nucleotide-binding pocket.

The increase in the apparent rate constant for detachment
through both steps 3 and 6 explains the Pi-dependent
increase in the rate of development of isometric force. The
generation of a detached M0.ADP.Pi state from an attached
force-generating myosin head, that has undergone an irre-
versible structural change, implies the removal of the
mechanical constraints that prevent the completion of the
working stroke, so that these myosin heads rapidly proceed
through the sequence of events including lever-arm tilting
toward the end of the working stroke and opening of the
nucleotide-binding pocket with release of the hydrolysis
products. The Pi promoted increase of the flux through
this path explains the maintenance of a high ATPase rate.

Substitution of Pi with Vi in the complex with the
strongly bound force-generating AM0.ADP state reproduces
only partially the effects of increased Pi. The reduction of
isometric force and of the number of force-generating
motors is not accompanied by an increase in the rate
constant of isometric force generation, indicating that the
apparent rate constant for detachment through steps 3 and
6 is not increased. A further fundamental difference is that
the AM0.ADP.Vi complex slowly detaches from actin to
populate a M0.ADP.Vi state that cannot release Vi and
ADP to start a new ATPase cycle.

Presumably, when Vi is present in the nucleotide-binding
pocket in place of Pi, detachment from actin generates
a myosin head that maintains both the lever arm in the
prepower stroke conformation and the nucleotide-binding
pocket in the closed conformation, as expected from the
crystallographic structure (34,37). This explains why Vi is
not released from the catalytic site after its removal from
the solution. The only way for the Vi to be released and
the cross-bridge to complete the cycle is via the reattach-
ment of the M0ADP.Vi complex to actin.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Two tables are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/

S0006-3495(10)05296-3.
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